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ryston Model T and Model A Series Loudspeakers are engineered to meet the same strict
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“The result, the way I see it, is an outstanding design that basically gets out of the
way of the music” -Ernie Fisher / The Inner Ear
www.bryston.com/c1
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The Toronto Audio Video Entertainment
Show Returns With a Big Bang For 2014

Since 1987
www.unisonresearch.com
Distributed in
Canada by
Tri-Cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com

This fall, the fourth edition of the Toronto Audio Video Entertainment Show, better known as
TAVES, will be returning to downtown Toronto.
The rapidly growing show will be hosted in a
brand new, significantly larger venue and feature
a full-scale Digital Photography & Imaging show,
as well as a brand new Fine Art Gallery. TAVES
2014 will be the biggest TAVES to date, offering a
spectacular opportunity for visitors to learn about
the latest consumer electronics products and see
demonstrations of many prototype products.
Products featured at this year’s show will include
home audio components, home theatre gear, latest Ultra HD and OLED TVs, smart watches, digital
cameras, digital imaging products, headphones,
and so much more. TAVES 2014 will also host
many entertaining seminars pertaining to audio,
video and digital photography topics. The Fine
Art Gallery will feature over 100 pieces of artwork
from local Toronto artists, and draw the wonderful connection between consumer electronics and art. Hosted at the Sheraton Centre
Hotel, TAVES will be held between Friday,
October 31st and Sunday, November 2nd.
For the latest news about the show, please
visit www.taveshow.com or become friends
with TAVES on Facebook at
www.facebook.com/taveshow.
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MartinLogan Crescendo Wireless Speaker System
Designed to fit a modern décor, the Crescendo is MartinLogan’s first wireless speaker system and it promises to
provide sound with accuracy, resolution, and detail - blowing other wireless systems out of the water. This premium
“no-compromise” system allows you to stream music wirelessly via Bluetooth and AirPlay, and through wired connections that include Ethernet, USB, 3.5mm analog and
optical digital. The Crescendo incorporates dual Folded
Motion tweeters and a 5”x7” mid-bass woofer. At the
core is an advanced 24-bit 48kHz DSP based preamplifier
that works together with a powerful class-D closed-loop
100-watt (140-watt peak) amplifier. The Crescendo’s digital amplifier is designed to deliver powerful, yet detailed
sound though a custom designed front-firing 5”x7” polypropylene cone woofer. The woofer has extended throw
capability within a non-resonant asymmetrical chamber
to ensure that low frequencies are seamlessly blended
with the two MartinLogan high-performance Folded Motion tweeters. For those seeking even greater bass performance, the Crescendo provides a subwoofer output.
$999. www.martinlogan.com

www.canadahiĮ.com

New Product Spotlight
[ Rega Limited Edition Zilon Turntables ]

Plurison, Rega’s Canadian distributor, has
teamed up with internationally renowned graffiti artist Zilon, based in Montreal, to produce a
series of Limited Edition Zilon turntables. There
are six original art designs for you to choose
from - three of them featured on the Rega RP1
turntable and three on the RP3 model. Only 100
of each design will be made, and each model will
command a price premium of just $70 extra over
the price of the standard RP1 and $100 for the
RP3 turntables. The mesmerizing artwork shows
different people’s faces depending on which direction you look at the turntable from. Both
these Rega models are very well respected for
their sound quality and will make an excellent
addition to any music system. MSRP: Starting at
$529 (RP1) & $1,099 (RP3). www.rega.co.uk. Distributed in Canada by Plurison |
www.plurison.com | 1-866-271-5689
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productnews
Paradigm Soundtrack 2 Soundbar/Subwoofer System
Paradigm’s new Soundtrack 2 system promises the company’s legendary sound by combining a 6-driver soundbar and
a wireless subwoofer in sleek, compact enclosures that are a
perfect fit for all flat panel TVs. In addition to greatly enhancing your TV viewing experience, the Soundtrack 2 is outfitted
with Bluetooth with aptX streaming technology which allows
users to wirelessly stream music from their smartphones,
tables and computers. It includes a 2-channel Music Mode
and multichannel Movie modes with Dolby Digital and Paradigm Virtual Surround. The soundbar features two bass/midrange drivers, two passive radiators and two high-frequency
drivers. The deep, articulate bass from the sub makes it the
perfect solution for those short on room space or craving a
minimalist aesthetic. Amplifiers provide 2 x 25 watts RMS (2
x 50 watts peak) for the soundbar and 240 watts peak for the
sub. $899. www.paradigm.com

Nordost Heimdall 2 USB 2.0 Cable
As the popularity of music servers, hard-drive stored music and high-resolution audio continues to grow, it is essential to use a high quality USB cable that can meet the
demands of music fidelity. The Heimdall 2 USB 2.0 capitalizes on Nordost’s years of research and testing– perfecting techniques such as their proprietary Dual MonoFilament technology, dramatically increasing the cable’s
dielectric. Additionally, this cable comes in mechanically
tuned lengths, a method used in Nordost’s high-end
cable ranges, which reduces internal microphonics and
high-frequency impedance resonance, further elevating
the performance of a sound system. The Heimdall 2 USB
2.0 is constructed from 4x20 AWG stranded, silver-plated
99.99999% OFC conductors, arranged in a precise, twisted double helix in order to ensure character impedance,
reduce noise and minimize cross-talk contamination.
Handcrafted in the US. $499 / 1 meter length (additional
meter increments are $100). www.nordost.com

Paradigm Millenia CT 2 Speaker System
The Millenia CT 2 is a fantastic candidate for use with popular networked audio devices such as the Apple TV or Airport
Express. This 2-speaker/subwoofer system promises to deliver
excellent audio performance, equal to or better than the most
expensive soundbars. The system hosts an onboard control box
with recessed controls to allow for seamless stacking with an
Apple TV. The inclusion of Dolby Digital to the system improves
compatibility with TVs that don’t feature LPCM audio. Bluetooth
and aptX streaming as well as AVRCP are included, enabling
control from Bluetooth sources directly from the system with a
high quality of streaming. The Millenia CT 2 speakers feature 1ß
S-PAL satin-anodized pure-aluminum domes and 4ß S-PAL satinanodized pure-aluminum bass/midrange cones. The low-profile
subwoofer can be positioned vertically or horizontally, and features an 8ß reinforced polymer composite cone with a 1-1/2-inch
high-temperature voice coil. $899. www.paradigm.com
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www.unisonresearch.com
Distributed in
Canada by
Tri-Cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com
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productnews
ADL A1 Headphone Amplifier (by Furutech)
If you desire nothing less than superb audio quality from your computer or
while listening to headphones on the move, take a look at the new ADL A1
portable headphone amp. The A1 is a high-resolution headphone amplifier
and 24-bit/192kHz DAC that can be used with Android and iOS devices. The
high-resolution sound that can be achieved through the A1 makes it perfect
for portable audio enthusiasts who use high quality headphones to delve
deeply into a recording. It’s also ideal for those who want to run DSD 2X on
either a laptop or a desktop. The on-board li-ion battery offers about 7.5
hours of playback, and takes about 5 hours to recharge. The A1 is equipped
with USB A and USB mini-B input ports, an optical input, a line input, as
well as optical & analog outputs and a 3.5mm headphone jack. $649. www.
adl-av.com | Distributed in Canada
by Audiyo | www.audiyo.com | 905881-9555

ADL EH008 Dual Dynamic Driver Earphones (by Furutech)
Love your audio on the go? The ADL EH008 earphones are the latest addition to Alpha Design Labs’ rapidly growing suite of portable audio products. These new earphones promise
a scintillating sound thanks to their dual dynamic drivers which offer full range sound
reproduction. The EH008 utilize an 8mm driver for mid-to-bass frequencies and a 5.8mm
driver with Titanium Trembler Film for high frequency, high resolution sound reproduction.
The inner housing is constructed of a special ABS resin for driver stabilization, while the
outer portion is made out of carbon fiber for its superior damping properties. The EH008
come with a rubber outer seal ring for improved sound isolation and extra comfort, as well
as a 1.3m cord with a 24k gold-plated stereo 1/8” (3.5mm) angled plug. $229.
www.adl-av.com | Distributed in Canada by Audiyo | www.audiyo.com | 905-881-9555
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productnews
Axiom Audio M100 Floorstanding Speakers
For more than two decades, Axiom’s very well respected M80 tower speaker
sat at the top of the company’s speaker range. But now there’s a new flagship
floorstanding speaker in town - called the M100. This new speaker boasts an
impressive array of two 1-inch tweeters, two 5 ¼ -inch mid-woofers, and three
6.5-inch high power woofers, and promises stunning dynamics with a powerful bass, giving stereo listening a three-dimensional soundstage. The 7-driver
array has power handling up to 400 watts RMS and 800 watts peak. The
M100s feature die-cast frames with every component, including the tweeters,
and incorporate Axiom’s latest crossover technology for a larger and more
natural soundstage presentation. They take advantage of many technological
changes the company has developed in the last 18 months, including the new
high-powered drivers that allow the speakers to take more power than ever, a
must in large rooms. The speakers are available in a standard Boston Cherry
or Black Oak finish, but they can be custom ordered in one of over 100 finish
options. $2,825/pair. www.axiomaudio.com

PonoMusic High Resolution PonoPlayer and Online
Music Store
PonoMusic is a revolutionary movement conceived and founded
by Neil Young. PonoMusic is all about the music, the very best
that music has to offer. PonoMusic encompasses both an online
music store (PonoMusic.com) and a playback device called the
PonoPlayer. The PonoPlayer is a digital-music experience unlike
any other, offering the finest quality, highest-resolution digital
music from both major labels and prominent independent labels, curated and archived for discriminating listeners. The PonoMusic desktop media management application
allows customers to download, manage and sync their music to their PonoPlayer and other high-resolution
digital music devices. The 128 GB PonoPlayer is a purpose-built, portable, high-resolution digital-music player
designed to allow music lovers to experience studio master-quality digital music at the highest audio fidelity
possible, bringing the true emotion and detail of the music, the way the artist recorded it. It also features a convenient, easy-to-use LCD touch screen interface that is totally intuitive. The audio technology in the PonoPlayer
was developed in conjunction with the engineering team at Ayre, in Boulder Colorado, a leader in world class
audio technology. $399 US. www.ponomusic.com

M&K Sound S300 Series Speakers

Since 1987
www.unisonresearch.com
Distributed in
Canada by
Tri-Cell Enterprises
www.tricellenterprises.com

You may have heard of M&K Sound before by reading our review of the
MK150THX speaker system but the company hasn’t been actively involved
in developing new designs for a number of years. Until now... The S300
Series is an evolution of the renowned S150 loudspeaker designed back
in 1995. The new reference loudspeaker is based on a larger enclosure
and custom designed driver units to play louder than ever before with an
accurate and truthful sound reproduction. The S300 Series transports the
listener to the soundscape of the recording, introducing holographic sound
that lets you hear nuances in music and movies that have never been heard
before. The S300 Series exceeds the highest THX standards – THX Ultra2
– for accurate reproduction of audio sources by bringing the cinematic experience to larger home theaters. The new series consists of the S-300
monitor ($3,850/each), MP-300 on-wall speaker ($3,750/each), S-300T onwall tripole speaker ($5,312 US/pair) and X12 subwoofer ($4,978). www.mksound.com. | Distributed in Canada
by Pacific Cabling Solutions | www.pacificcabling.com | 1-800-946-0669
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Affordable Home Automation
and the Internet of Things
Living Like the Jetsons

Jeremy Phan
We live in an increasingly technology-filled world and while there’s
more computing power in a modern smart phone than the spacecraft
that landed on the moon, one area
that’s been left out are our humble
homes. Molded quartz countertops,
engineered hardwood, and LED
lightbulbs may take up aisles and
aisles at your local home improvement store but it’s only recently that
devices such as smart thermostats
and smoke detectors, lighting control, and automation have started
to garner interest from the average
consumer.
Previously, home automation was
economically inaccessible for many,
costing tens (or even hundreds) of
thousands of dollars and requiring
specialized equipment, wiring, installers, and programmers. Vendors

www.canadahiĮ.com

such as Crestron, Control 7, and
Savant have a wide range of products that can control everything
from motorized blinds to lights to
climate control. Their systems also
integrate with home theatres for
multi-room audio and video control
and distribution. Some readers may
be familiar with the X10 system, a
protocol from the mid-70s that is all
but obsolete today. For this article,
I’ll be taking the do-it-yourself
approach with the various off-theshelf systems now available.
Home automation is poised to
take off this year due to a confluence of factors. First and foremost,
Texas Instruments has released a
$10 WiFi chip, making it incredibly cheap and easy for manufacturers to add wireless access (and
therefore Internet connectivity) to
practically any device. Alongside
that, Bluetooth Low Energy (v4.0)

is enabling wireless devices such
as sensors to operate for years on
a single coin cell battery (CR2032).
Next, a whole slew of devices from
established names such as Belkin
and Philips aim to enable the smart
home through mobile apps on users’

Since 1987
The Texas Instruments CC3000
WiFi chip is not only affordable at
$10, it is also tiny - about the size
of a finger nail.
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homeautomation

The Belkin WeMo app, designed for iOS/Android smart phones and tablets, is used
to control the whole range of WeMo devices. The image on the top-middle shows a
screenshot of the app’s main menu, which lists all of your WeMo devices and lets you
control them. The image on the top-right shows energy consumption information from
the WeMo Insight Switch.
tablets and smart phones. Lastly, start-ups
such as Securifi, Revolv, and SmartThings offer devices that support multiple
protocols and eliminate complicated programming, utilizing smart phone and tablet apps which users are very familiar with.
When looking at home automation, most
people think of controlling their lights,
locks, HVAC (heating, ventilation, and
air conditioning), and home entertainment. Logitech introduced the concept
years ago with their line of Harmony programmable remotes which were capable
of controlling the environment with its
infrared commands when certain “activities” were selected. For example, if you
had an infrared capable light switch, the
Harmony could dim/turn off the lights,
turn on your TV, and set the AV receiver
to the correct input when you wanted
to watch a movie - all with the press of
a single button. Infrared, however, has
a major disadvantage: it requires line of
sight. To address this, a few competing
wireless protocols emerged: X10, Insteon,
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Z-Wave, and Zigbee to name a few. Each
has its advantages and disadvantages but
they all have similar functionality. Today,
Insteon and Z-Wave are the main competitors though this writer suspects that WiFi
and Bluetooth Low Energy will quickly
eat into their market share with their more
commonplace, familiar, and ubiquitous
protocols.
To get started with home automation in
2014, users no longer have to give up an
arm and a leg, go through a custom installer, or even get an electrical permit (check
with your local jurisdiction for specific
requirements). Today’s offerings allow
users to start small and add on as they go
along. For as little as $50 and five minutes,
you’re on your way to remotely controlling a light switch, lamp, or other device.
These systems also do not have any recurring or monthly fees. With the barrier
to entry so low, users can take a plunge
without breaking their pocketbooks. As
an owner of an automated home, I can
tell you that once you enable your home

Top: Belkin WeMo Smart LED Bulb
($39). Bottom: Belkin WeMo Switch
($49).
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homeautomation
like something out of the Jetsons, you’ll
never want to go back. Depending on your
requirements, budget, and ambitions, you
really can connect, automate, and control practically everything in your home:
lights, climate, security, audio/video, and
much more, all without breaking the bank.
The easiest and most affordable system
to get your feet wet with home automation
is Belkin’s line of WeMo WiFi-enabled
devices such as wall switches, wall plugs,
light bulbs, motion sensors, and even a
baby monitor which are available at many
local retailers. Starting at $49, the Belkin
WeMo Switch is a device that turns any
outlet into a remotely controlled “smart”
outlet. This allows you to remotely control lamps, fans and other devices of your
choice. To get started, all you have to do is
install the WeMo app on your smart phone
(iOS or Android), plug the device into the
wall, connect to the Switch over WiFi, and
set it up. It takes less than 5 minutes and
out of the box, the Belkin WeMo Switch
is capable of being programmed from the
mobile app with time-based rules such as
when to turn on or off. Additionally, the
WeMo line is “if this then that” (IFTTT)compatible, a free Internet service that allows users to create “recipes” that perform
actions based on triggers. IFTTT has a
large number of Internet services and devices that can interact with the WeMo. For
instance, a recipe could trigger an email
to be sent through Gmail every time the
WeMo Switch is turned on. As of writing, there are 82 different services/devices The Securifi Almond+ is a combination Internet router and
that are accessible through IFTTT: email, home automation controller.
SMS, Craigslist, YouTube, Twitter, and
many more. For $79, the WeMo Switch about the plugged-in device’s energy us- available: motion/door sensors, water/leak
+ Motion pack could allow a parent to de- age directly to your smart phone or tab- sensors, multi-pole switches, HVAC contect when their children get home, turn on let. Rounding out the WeMo line-up is a trol, energy monitoring, handheld remotes,
the light, and send an alert to their smart WeMo Smart LED Bulb ($39) which can and many others. With the wide variety of
phone. For those users who know their be set to automatically respond to sunset/ devices and protocols, users may have difway around a screwdriver and are look- sunrise, turned on/off or dimmed, all from ficulty deciding between them. To address
ing to control a ceiling light fixture, the your smart phone.
this, three companies have released devicWeMo Wall Switch replaces a standard
For those looking to take their automa- es which incorporate multiple radios. The
wall switch, enabling it to be controlled tion setup further, you’ll have to look at Securifi Almond+ (www.securifi.com) is
through the smart phone app. Simply shut a more advanced system such as those a combination Internet router and home
off the power at the breaker and replace offered by Insteon, Z-Wave, or Zigbee. automation controller. At $120 it is a steal
your existing 3-wire, single-pole switch These protocols each use a proprietary and comes with both Z-Wave and Zigbee
and again, in less than 5 minutes, your wireless mesh network (as well as pow- support as well as the latest 802.11ac WiFi,
track light or fixture is now controllable erline communication for Insteon) but re- 4 gigabit Ethernet ports, and two USB 3.0
through your smart phone. Then there quire a central control hub, which adds a ports. However, its most visible feature is
is also the WeMo Insight Switch, which slight expense. The advantage is that these the 3.5” screen that will be used to control
works just like the Switch mentioned more established home automation proto- and program it. The Revolv (www.revolv.
above but can also send information cols have a huge assortment of devices com) is another consolidated home auto-
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homeautomation

The Revolv is a highly versatile home automation system that works with many different devices including the Sono multi-room
music system, Philips Hue LED light bulbs, Belkin’s WeMo products, Yale and Kiwkset locks, just to mention a few.
mation controller. While it lacks the Internet routing functionality and is almost triple the price ($299 USD) of the Almond+,
it comes with seven different radios, ensuring maximum compatibility. The third
option is by SmartThings, a Kickstarter
project that ended in September 2012 and
raised over $1.2M. The SmartThings $99
hub is fully integrated with IFTTT and has
smart phone apps that offer extensive features and functionality including simplified programming through the app.
For my own home, back in late 2012,
I chose a Z-Wave setup operated by a
VeraLite controller (from MiCasaVerde),
which is slightly less user friendly than
SmartThings but offers advanced programming capabilities. The VeraLite
controls every light in my home as well
as 3-pole switches and interfaces with my
Canadian-made Ecobee Smart Thermostat (www.ecobee.com), a touchscreenequipped, WiFi-enabled thermostat that
has much more functionality than the
Nest, which was recently acquired by
Google for over $3 billion. My own system recently expanded with the addition
of the also Canadian-made Piper (www.
getpiper.com), a 1080p WiFi-connected
home security camera which also supports
Z-Wave. In a few weeks, door sensors and
a smart lock (www.lockitron.com) will
be joining the mix, rounding out my connected home. For a great example of the
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possibilities of modern home automation,
search on YouTube for “voice-controlled
home automation” and check out the video by Doug Gregory. Using less than $400
worth of equipment, he demonstrates how
he can control lights, a TV, and a network
media player, all with voice commands
on an Android smart phone. One note for
those looking to replace wall switches:
check to ensure your fixture boxes are
deep enough to accommodate the radioequipped switches which are deeper than
standard switches.
Beyond the above-mentioned smart
home controllers, there are now additional
devices that can enhance your home. The
latest and often easiest addition is a smart,
connected thermostat, most famously

Canadian-made Ecobee Smart
Thermostat
the Nest - a thermostat designed by two
former Apple engineers that learns your

habits and adjusts your home’s temperature depending on input from a variety of
variables such as your home’s age, outdoor temperature, energy costs, and other
factors. Non-programmed or on “hold”
thermostats waste energy by unnecessarily heating or cooling a home when occupants are not home. These devices address
this by enabling users to better manage
their HVAC usage, which can make up
40-60% of a monthly hydro bill.
Moving over to audio video, integration can be achieved with devices such
as the $90 iTach Ethernet to IR adapter, a
network-connected IR blaster that can be
programmed and controlled via a smart
phone app or by other 3rd party networked
devices. By connecting the IR blaster to
your home network, any other device on
the network can send infrared commands
via the iTach to your devices.
With the wide variety of devices and
technologies now available, your home
can adapt, communicate, and become an
active part of your life. The ease of use
and affordability of many of these systems
means that for a small investment, you can
quickly and easily enable your most used
switches and devices to become smart.
Never having to worry about lights being
left on, the thermostat being set, or the
door being unlocked are just some of the
ways that home automation can enhance
your home and bring peace of mind.
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A / V
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No Trade Offs: High-End Performance AND Ease of Integration
Seven channels of power on MRX 710 and 510, five channels on MRX 310.
Advanced load monitoring keeps a constant eye on output. ARC 1M an enhanced
version of our award-winning room correction system now connects via Ethernet,
includes a higher level of digital signal processing and offers an option to
print ‘before and after’ room-measurement graphs. We’ve doubled the HDMI
connections, increased HDMI switching speed and included 4K upscaling and
pass-through. Remote control apps for Apple and Android! IP and Serial control
drivers for full integration with automation. Easier to read on-screen menus and
improved status displays. Bi-amp your front L/R channels on MRX 710 and 510.
Optical and coax as well as analog inputs now send 2-channel music to Zone 2.
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What Is the Difference Between LCD and LED TVs?
Things You Should Know Before Buying a New LCD or LED TV

Malcolm J. Gomes
If you think you currently own or are
planning to buy an LED TV, I have news
for you. From a purely technical point of
view, there is no such thing as an LED
TV. “What!” I hear you say, “If that is
true, then how do you account for the numerous LED TV advertisements that I am
bombarded with?”
Yes, most of the major brands have been
touting their LED TVs for many years
now, but the fact of the matter is that they
are actually LCD TVs that use Light Emitting Diodes or LEDs only as a light source
to generate the picture image. The part of
the TV that manipulates and modulates
the light generated by the LEDs is actually a Liquid Crystal glass or LCD panel,
which means that technically it is an LCD
TV.
However, since LCD TV technology
has been around for many years, from the
marketing angle, it made a lot more sense
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for the TV manufacturers to portray their
LED light source LCD TVs as offering exciting new “LED TV technology” instead
of the old hat “LCD TV”. This marketing strategy has worked rather well and
the so-called LED TVs have, in the past
couple of years, become a best selling category in the world of TVs.
Your first encounter with LCD screens
was probably a flat panel computer monitor, which uses Cathode Fluorescent
Lamps or CCFL as a light source. This
configuration worked very well for the
relatively static computer displays. The
LCD panel comprises of miniscule light
valves and regulators with a colour filter
placed in front of each valve and an always-on CCFL backlight placed behind it.
Each cell has its own independent opening and closing control system, which is
manipulated to allow the right amount
and polarity of light to pass through to the
screen. Acting together, all the cells play
their part in generating the picture that ap-

pears on the screen.
The CCFL based LCD system is a simple
and very cost effective way to produce a
flat panel TV and delivers very good light
consistency across the screen resulting
in a picture that delivers good brightness
and colour fidelity. Another advantage of
CCFL based LCD TVs is that they have
no screen burn or image retention like the
older plasma TVs do.
The down sides of CCFL based LCD
TVs is that if it is not well implemented,
they can deliver images that can be grainy
and the blacks on the screen are reproduced as a dark shade of grey. This is because of the always-on light source and an
inability of the valves to completely regulate the brightness level of individual pixels. To help transcend this inherent weakness, some manufacturers use a dynamic
contrast system that reduces the output
of the CCFL light when the TV processor
detects a dark picture image. This does
improve the perceived contrast of the im-
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For over 30 years, pride and passion have guided the design and creation of every MartinLogan loudspeaker.
The Crescendo is no exception—an exquisite sculpted wooden cabinet ﬂoating on a polished aluminum base and
featuring our highly accurate Folded Motion™ drivers paired with a powerful woofer.

PREMIUM WIRELESS MUSIC SYSTEM
Dual Folded Motion tweeters. High-excursion woofer. 140 Watts peak ampliﬁcation.

Truth in Sound.

LCDversusLED
age but it also causes skips in the overall
brightness level of the picture image.
Another drawback of CCFL LCD TVs
is that they tend to have very limited
viewing angles. This is because the light
emitted from the screen emerges with a
very limited dispersion angle causing the
image to lose colour and contrast when
viewed from more than 40 degrees.
Older CCFL LCD TV sets had very
poor response time causing perceptible
smearing and blurring on fast action motion. However, the more recent models
have transcended this by employing some
clever mechanical and processing power
enhancements.
Many of the limitations of the CCFL
LCD display configuration were overcome with the introduction of LCD TVs
with LEDs rather than CCFL as a light
source. There are still some brands that
offer CCFL LCD TV sets but since it is a
relatively inferior technology, most manufacturers do not bother mentioning CCFL
in the specifications. So if you do not find
anything in the specs of an LCD TV to
indicate the kind of light source it uses,
chances are, it is CCFL.
When LCD TVs using LED back-lighting first made their appearance, LEDs
cost an arm and a leg and so most of the
LED backlit LCD TVs offered an edge lit
configuration. Only a few high-end models featured full-array LED configuration
which consists of tightly packed rows
of LEDs across the whole back panel of
the TV. With the edge-lit configuration,
LEDs are placed only along the edges of
the screen and fire their light towards the
center of the screen. With this configuration, a waveguide needs to be employed to
spread the light over the entire screen. The
first edge-lit models suffered from a lack
of light uniformity across the screen that
was quite discernable. The more recent
edge-lit models are equipped with waveguides that are engineered a lot better and
so have a lot more light uniformity across
the screen.
In contrast to edge-lit models, the direct (aka backlit) LED configuration is
similar to the full array LED configuration, except for the fact that fewer LEDs
are used. To compensate for the reduced
number of LEDs, this configuration has
the LEDs moved farther away from the
screen to provide a larger light footprint
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A comparison between three different types of LCD screen backlight systems - CCFL
backlight (top), Edge-lit LED backlight (middle) and Full Array LED backlight (bottom). Edge lit TVs normally have back lights on all four edges of the screen (only the
bottom one is shown in the middle image).
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LCDversusLED
so as to cover the whole screen. This results in direct LED TVs having deeper
cabinets. Having said that, with advances
in technology, some manufacturers have
managed to design slimmer direct LED
TV sets and during 2014, we should see
direct LED TV models that are almost as
slim as the slimmest edge-lit TV sets.
The high price of LEDs a few years ago,
prompted many highly respected industry insiders to opine that the direct LED
configuration was not a cost viable option
going forward. In late 2010, Markus Wagenseil, Panasonic’s Technical Marketing
Manager, speaking at the TechRadar in
Germany, confidently predicted that direct LED TVs would be extinct in just a
couple of years and would be replaced by
the cheaper edge-lit LED and plasma TVs.
He said, and I quote, “For direct LED
LCD we don’t feel there is a market anymore because the price pressure on TVs is
incredibly high.”
When asked why companies like LG
and Philips were ploughing ahead by putting all their eggs in the direct LED TV
basket, this is what Mr. Wagenseil said, “I
would put it more the other way around.
More and more companies are dropping
the concept. Edge LED is the way forward
for the LCD market.”
It is a good thing that he did not offer to
eat his hat if proven wrong, because the
way things turned out, he would have had
to include a hat in his diet; not been a very
appetizing thought! The price of LEDs
subsequently plummeted, enabling LG,
Philips and other manufacturers to make
Mr. Wagenseil eat crow by not just introducing a whole slew of direct LED TV
sets, but doing so at a price that is quite
competitive with edge-lit LEDs.
So does this mean that direct LED TVs
are automatically better than their edge-lit
counterparts? In many, but not all respects.
It would depend on what you are looking for in a TV set. Since they use fewer
LEDs, edge-lit LED TVs tend to consume
less power than their direct LED counterparts and do not have the problem of the
halo effect (a bright ring occasionally appearing around very bright objects in the
picture image) and image blur that a few
of the older, poorly engineered direct LED
TVs have.
Therefore, if slimness of the TV set was
more important to you than the quality of
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the picture image, then the edge-lit option sionality the TV picture image has.
used to be a no brainer because they used
So how do LED light powered LCD TVs
to be generally slimmer than direct LED stack up against plasma and how do you
sets. However LG has announced that it choose between the two? The answer to
has developed a direct LED TV that is less this question will soon be moot because
than 1 cm in depth, which would neutral- Panasonic, the biggest and strongest holdize this advantage that edge-lit TV sets out in the plasma camp has finally thrown
have.
in the towel. By the time this edition of
Both edge-lit and direct LED TV sets CANADA HiFi is published, it will have
offer models with the option of local manufactured its last plasma TV set. You
dimming where areas of the screen can will probably find a smattering of plasma
be dimmed independently. In this regard TV sets at a few dealers, but March 2014
the direct LED TV models generally of- marked the end of the plasma TV era and
fer more control than its edge-lit siblings a resounding win for LED light powered
because it is more of an engineering chal- LCD TV sets.
lenge to implement local dimming if the
Perhaps the one aspect of plasma TVs
light sources are firing only from the edge that video aficionados will miss are the
of the screen. Direct LED TVs also tend extraordinary black levels that the best
to have more uniform and accurate bright- plasma TVs are able to reproduce, which
ness across the whole screen. For example, even the best LED light powered LCD
if the screen image consists of a night time TVs find hard to match. The long since
scene with a bright street lamp at its center, discontinued Pioneer Kuro HDTV plasma
with direct LED TVs, the lamp will glow TV was, for the longest time, the gold
brightly without artificially brightening standard for black levels. Peak black and
the area around the street lamp. With white levels determine the amount of deedge-lit LED TVs, especially the models tail you can perceive in a TV picture image.
without or poorly implemented local dim- If you have sub par white levels, you lose
ming, you will see an unnatural brightness fine details, which get washed out during
besides the street lamp in the path of the bright scenes. Below average black levels
light from edge of the screen to the middle on the other hand, result in some parts of
of the screen where the street lamp is lo- the picture image being swallowed up by
cated.
the shadows in the picture image of a dark
When it comes to colour accuracy, the scene. These levels are measured using a
LED configuration or for that matter the Chroma Meter. The better HDTV sets delight source plays second fiddle to the liver levels that measure around 0.04 to
quality and implementation of different 0.02 cd/m2. The best measurement I have
colour filters and electronics tuning by seen was delivered by the Sharp Elite Pro
the manufacturer. This means that just be- 60X5FD which measured an amazing 0.01
cause a TV set has a certain light source, cd/m2.
does not automatically assure you of accuHowever, you have to remember that
rate colour reproduction. To ascertain this, plasma TVs need a really dark room to deyou have to trust your own eyes to gauge liver optimum performance which make
which model has the better colour repro- them a less than ideal match for daytime
duction. One caveat here is to ensure that viewing in rooms with windows. Besides
all the TV sets you are comparing have we are on the cusp of seeing many brands
had their settings optimized. You get spo- introduce Organic Light Emitting Diode
radic instances where retailers optimize (OLED) TV sets which are expected to
the settings on the TV sets that give them surpass the black levels of even the best
the best profit margins so beware.
plasma TV sets, so I for one, am not going
On the matter of contrast ratio, TVs with to miss plasma TVs for very long.
LED light sources really shine, although
Before making your decision on a new
the direct LED sets with a very well TV, please check out CANADA HiFi’s
implemented local dimming option have “Complete Guide to Choosing a New TV:
an advantage here, with some of the best Plasma, LCD or LED? 2D or 3D?” on
models approaching an amazing contrast www.canadahifi.com in the Buyer Guides
ratio of ten million to one. The better the section.
contrast ratio, the more depth and dimen-
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Finding First Rate Second-Hand Audio Gear
Tips On Shopping For Used Audio Components

Malcolm J. Gomes
Many of the audio buffs I know of, own
great high-end audio systems despite
the fact that they plainly would not have
been able to afford it if they went the conventional route of buying all their audio
components brand new. Their secret; they
bought most of their gear second hand and
were shrewd enough to do proper due diligence and patient enough to wait for the
right component at the right price before
pulling the trigger.
A very good example is a friend who
has an audio system that would have cost
him well over $27,000 if he had to buy all
brand new gear but who ended up spending just around $9,000 because he picked
up great bargains in the previously owned
marketplace.
In most cases, higher priced audio gear
have better build quality, employ better,
longer lasting components and in some
cases are hand built which means that
they tend to last a lot longer and deliver a
lot better performance. This means that if
you have to choose between buying a previously owned high-end amplifier which
retails new for $12,000 but marked down
to $5,000 because it has been used for a
few years, and a brand new unit that is
also $5,000 at full retail, chances are you
would be better off with the previously
owned unit because it is quite possible
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that it was built to last much longer, be
more reliable and deliver a lot better performance.
Two of the more popular sites in North
America to look for previously owned
gear is the US based Audiogon and the
Canadian based Canuck Audio Mart. On
the local front, you could also explore
Kijiji and Craig’s List thought the really
high quality stuff rarely makes their way
to these sites. You’ll also be surprised at
the great deals that you can pick up on
eBay. The vast majority of audiophiles
are baby boomers, the youngest of who
are currently in their forties and the oldest
are in their sixties. There have been many
instances where audiophiles have passed
on, leaving behind superb high-end audio
gear, but their family has no idea of their
real worth. These components usually end
up on eBay with a starting price that is
fraction of its actual value and if you are
lucky, you can pick these up at prices that
are a real steal.
Some deep pocketed audiophiles also
have a tendency to buy brand new highend audio gear just to try them out or to
compare it to their current gear and if they
are not satisfied, they almost immediately
put them up for sale at a significant discount to the brand new price. Many audiophiles are also serial upgraders who
get bitten by the upgrade bug very frequently. They too tend to buy brand new

and then sell at a huge loss just to satisfy
their itch to upgrade. You also get the segment of audiophiles that just have to have
the latest and greatest and so, every time
something “new and revolutionary” is introduced, they have to be amongst the first
to have it and so they are in a big hurry to
sell current gear to finance the purchase of
the “revolutionary” new stuff.
Many high-end audio dealers also sell
previously owned gear that usually consists of items that were traded in for brand
new gear. The advantage of buying gear
from an authorized dealer of that brand
is that it usually comes with a warranty
that is almost as good as the original warranty. Dealers also tend to check out items
that are traded in quite comprehensively
and so you are less likely to end up with
a lemon. Some dealers offer their own
warranty that has nothing to do with the
manufacturer. I am usually leery of these
warranties because if the product needs
to be fixed, you have no guarantee that it
will be repaired as per the manufacturer’s
specifications.
Another great avenue to explore when
looking for bargain priced high-end audio
gear are estate sales and auctions. These
are usually sales and auctions of stuff that
belonged to the ultra wealthy and in many
cases they include some very fancy audio
gear which in many cases has hardly been
used, because their owners spent most of
their time jet setting or on their yachts.
You do run into some estate sales where
the auctioneers have not done their due
diligence and so do not realize the value
of the gear. The sale prices and the starting
auction prices are sometimes ridiculously
low and if the people attending the sales
and auctions are also not into high-end
audio, you have a great chance of walking away with gear that sells for obscenely
high prices, for just pennies on the dollar.
All these factors make the previously
owned high-end audio market a very fertile ground for bargain seekers. However,
it is not all blue sky. There are also quite
a few pitfalls that could give you grief if
you do not watch out for them.
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In many cases used gear have been modified and so even though they may appear
to still be under manufacturer warranty,
the modification voids the warranty so
you have to factor that into the price when
judging if it is good value or not. A lot of
used gear also have problems that manifest only intermittently and so when you
demo them, they seem to work perfectly
but the problem may emerge days, weeks
or even months after you have closed the
deal.
There are also certain high-end audio
categories where technology is advancing
so rapidly, equipment that was considered
state-of-the-art (SOTA) just a few years
ago, now plays second fiddle to newer
models that not only outperform the used
gear but do it at a price that is much lower
than the asking price of the older gear. A
good example in the current audio market
are digital to analog converters or DACs.
Today you can buy brand new DACs for
around $3,000, which will outperform
DACs that were considered SOTA just
a few years ago and sold brand new for
around $12,000 based on which the asking price is now around $5,000.
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It also behooves you to check if the and you do not want it stinking up your
company behind the used gear that you house, however good the deal is in terms
are contemplating acquiring is still in of price.
business and if parts are still available. If
In some audio categories like receivers,
the company went belly-up and the gear there are some vintage models made in
malfunctions while in your ownership, the 1970s and 1980s, which deliver peryou could be stuck with a very expensive formance that is comparable to the latest
paperweight.
gear. These are sometimes offered at inIt is also important to ensure that the credibly cheap prices and if you are a DIused gear you are planning to buy, dances Yer who likes tinkering around inside your
well with the components that you already gear, you could consider vintage gear as a
have. What is the use of getting a great viable option to save without sacrificing
bargain on equipment that does not have performance.
A part of the due diligence when huntgood synergy with your current components? A good example of this is speakers. ing for used high-end audio gear is to find
Many transducers can be very tempera- out what current owners of the compomental and sound good only with certain nent think of the model in terms of peramplifiers. Here again, you can get advice formance, reliability and build quality. A
on the many forums on the web. If it is a good way of achieving this is to read prolocal sale you could request the seller to fessional reviews online as well as user reallow you to check how the unit sounds view forums on sites like CANADA HiFi,
in your current set-up before you close Audiogon, CAM, Computer Audiophile,
the deal. Most sellers may be reluctant to etc. You can also use these forums to ask
questions and clear any doubts that you
oblige, but it does not hurt to ask.
Certain categories of equipment are may have. The individuals that frequent
dicey to purchase second hand because these forums are incredibly generous and
it is so hard to tell how much life is still forthcoming with their advice and guidleft in the unit. Phono cartridges/styluses ance so you should take full advantage of
and tube amplifiers fall this.
Some brands retain their value better
into this category. The
seller may claim that than others because of the reputation they
they have been used very have built up over many decades for qualsparingly whereas, for all ity, reliability and performance. It is worth
you know, the styluses paying more for these brands because if
and tubes may be closer and when you decide to sell them, you are
to the end of their life- still assured of getting most if not all of
cycle. In cases like this, it your purchase price back. Most of these
becomes a trust issue and brands still deserve their current reputathe seller’s feedback may tion while others do not. Here again, augive you a better indica- dio forums are a great place to find out if
tion of how trustworthy the well-known brands still deserve their
reputation.
he or she is.
It is a big advantage to opt for high-end
When buying used audio gear make absolutely audio gear that is still under the manufacsure it passes the smell turer warranty as it provides you with a
test where you sniff peace of mind incase it malfunctions. In
around with your nose this regard, you need to ensure that the
very close to the ventila- warranty is transferable because in many
tion slots of the product. cases, the warranty is only good for the
Some equipment that original owner of the equipment. In many
has been used in rooms cases, the warranty is only enforceable
where smoking has been if you have the original invoice from an
permitted or in homes, authorized dealer and the invoice needs to
which have pets, could mention the model and serial number of
reek of tobacco smoke the unit.
or pet smells. This stink
There are also manufacturers who honusually lasts for years our the warranty in the country where the
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product was originally sold by one of their and/or in high demand.
authorized dealers. Keep this in mind if
Another way to tap into the used gear
you are contemplating buying gear from market if you are somewhat cash strapped,
another country. Products still under trans- is to offer some of your own unwanted
ferrable manufacturer warranty tend to new or used gear in exchange for the used
command higher prices in the used gear gear being offered for sale. If you feel that
market and it is often worth paying more what you have to barter is more valuable
for such gear. A good example is Canadi- than what you would like to exchange it
an based Bryston with its well-known 20- for, you can request the seller to throw in
year transferable warranty, which makes it some cash as well and if it is vice versa,
a favourite in the second-hand audio gear then you can offer to throw in some cash
market.
to make the deal happen.
Sometimes, you are required to pay for
Packaging is a big deal when purchasused high-end audio gear before you even ing used audio gear, which needs to be
see or audition the item. This involves a shipped to you, especially if the item is
pretty big leap of faith, but can be miti- big, heavy and fragile. If the seller does
gated to some extent by checking the not have the original factory packaging
feedback that the seller has received from you are taking a significant risk that the
his past customers. A seller with a lot of item may get damaged during shipment,
very positive feedback is more unlikely to as some of the carriers are not exactly
unload a piece of junk and jeopardize his gentle when handling the cartons or crates.
great feedback record, than a seller with Again, look to the seller’s feedback on
no, very limited, or negative feedback. It what past customers have to say about the
also helps to know what the seller’s return way the seller packages products that do
policy is. The better sellers have a very not have original packaging material. For
generous return for full refund (minus big, heavy and fragile items, if the original
shipping cost) while at the other end of packaging is not available, you are a lot
the spectrum, the only guarantee offered better off settling for local sales or sellers
is that the item will not be dead-on-arrival. that are willing to meet you half way to do
Try and avoid sellers who insist that all the exchange in person.
sales are final and no returns will be enterA good way to avoid getting scammed is
tained under any circumstances.
to pay for the product via PayPal, despite
You should look to try and buy used the fee involved, which the seller usually
audio gear locally so that you can view asks the buyer to pay. This is because if
and demo the gear before you loosen your you get scammed while paying through
purse strings. Many sellers are very oblig- PayPal, you can get PayPal to intervene
ing and will allowing you a demo either at and if it is a legitimate claim you could get
their location or yours before you pull the your money back.
trigger. By far, the safest monetary transIn a few instances, you may come across
action is a certified cheque or cash.
items for sale, which are brand new, and
To ensure that you are getting good val- factory packed & sealed. In such cases,
ue, part of your due diligence should be to you might even consider paying the brand
find out what the model you are contem- new price for the unit as, if it is an item
plating buying, sold for in the recent past. which authorized dealers do not discount
If the asking price is higher than that, you at all, you will stall save on the applicable
can always counter offer with a sum that is taxes, as well as the discombobulating
equal to or even a bit below the price that environmental fees that some Provinces
the model sold for in the past. A reason- or States levy on certain electronics items.
able seller should entertain all fair offers.
These items are usually unwanted gifts or
You should beware of sellers who do not have been won as a prize. In some cases,
post a photograph of the product in their they could be donations from the manulisting, are unwilling to email you pictures facturer to a charity.
on request and who are very evasive when
If you are prepared to do your due dilianswering your questions especially about gence and be patient, the previously owned
their location. Many of these listings are high-end audio market is a veritable parascams and they are usually for hot sell- dise for bargain hunters. I know many auing audio products that are in short supply dio buffs who took their time building up
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their audio systems, sometimes, over several years. However, in the end, they were
rewarded with a truly high-end system
that has and will continue to give them a
lifetime of sonic pleasure and at a price
that you would normally pay for one of
the better mid-fidelity audio systems that
you find at the big-box stores. Now that
is something that is easy, not just on your
ears, but also on your wallet!
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productreview
Cyrus Audio 8a Integrated Amplifier / PSX-R Power Supply with
Monitor Audio Gold GX100 Loudspeakers
George de Sa
It was during the 2013 Toronto Audio
Video Entertainment Show (TAVES) that
I first had a chance to listen to some Cyrus
Audio products. At TAVES, Kevro International hosted an inviting room with
an all-Cyrus stack (source and amplification) driving a pair of Monitor Audio
Platinum PL200 loudspeakers. The setup
and its rich and detailed sound caught my
attention and seemed to do the same for
many others visiting the room. I’ve heard
Monitor Audio speakers more than a few
times and thought I knew their sound but
the pairing of Monitor Audio with Cyrus
Audio brought something new to the table,
and the two brands of components seemed
to play remarkably well together. You can
find pics of the setup, along with additional details on our website in the Features
section under “The 2013 Toronto Audio
Video Entertainment Show Highlights –
The Best Show Yet! Part 1”.
Monitor Audio is a British owned and
managed loudspeaker manufacturer that
distributes its products globally. The company was founded back in 1972 and now
has fifteen different lines of loudspeaker
products. Cyrus Audio, also hails from
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Britain, with its headquarters near Cambridge (Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire) in
England, from where all its audio products are both designed and manufactured.
Cyrus had its beginnings in association
with Mission loudspeakers; in the 1990s,
Cyrus became a standalone business unit
and in 2005 gained full independence by
way of a management buyout. Today
Cyrus Audio produces a number of audio
products under eight main product-lines:
all-in-one systems, streamers, cd players,

integrated amplifiers, preamplifiers &
DACs, power amplifiers, power supplies
and accessories. Kevro International, by
the way, is the North American distributor for Monitor Audio and Cyrus Audio as
well as the Canadian distributor for Tributaries Cable and Clarus Cable.
It was early this February that Sheldon
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Ginn, V.P. of Sales & Marketing at Kevro, personally delivered a Cyrus Audio /
Monitor Audio system to me for this review. The system was comprised of the
Cyrus 8a integrated amplifier ($2,599),
the Cyrus PSX-R power supply ($999)
and the Monitor Audio Gold GX100
bookshelf speakers ($2,500). Sheldon
also provided me with a pair of Tributaries Cable, Series 8, speaker cables ($470/
pair), along with a Tributaries 8A 1-metre
stereo analog RCA interconnects ($230/
stereo set). Sheldon thoughtfully took
the time to set-up the system within my
dedicated listening room, while sharing
some details on the products with me.
With everything connected and ready to
go, Sheldon hit the power button and…
nothing. Yes, the Cyrus 8a seemed to be
dead-on-arrival and so began the trouble
shooting and out came my tool box. We
soon discovered, on removing the bottom
panel that the 8a integrated amplifier had
a blown internal fuse, likely caused by a
short at its last stop with a local dealer for
demo. No worries, within an hour we had
a replacement fuse installed and were up
and running. Apart from being a prime
example of “Murphy’s Law”, the incident
provided me with an unusual opportunity
to get a close-up look at the internals of
the Cyrus Audio 8a – I’ll describe shortly.

design | features
The Cyrus 8a integrated amplifier and
PSX-R power supply, like all other Cyrus
Audio components, are simplistic in their
lines with faces measuring just 8 ¼” wide
(less than half the width of traditional
audio components). In their matte black
finish they seemed sedate, while the green
back-lit LCD screen of the 8a integrated
amplifier had a retro feel – and brought
back fond memories of car audio head
units of years past. Given their demure
size and appearance, I expect that many
might overlook Cyrus components but I
found their compact and understated appearance novel. A closer look and anyone
would find their build, fit and finish impressive. Pick one up or rap the top with
your knuckles and you’ll be amazed with
their robust construction and substantial
weight. As my own rap test confirmed,
both the Cyrus 8a and PSX-R have extremely inert enclosures, as dead as I’ve
ever encountered. In fact, in this regard,
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the Cyrus components are genuinely top notch
- up there with
the best. Cyrus
Audio mentions
that their diecast chassis “is
formed
under
enormous
pressure and, once
cooled, is handfinished before
the final surface
is applied.” Such
attention to detail
likely provides a
sonic payoff. I
expect you will be
as shocked as I was to find that all Cyrus
components have a bottom plate made of
a rather feeble plastic but the look I got
inside, as mentioned above, provided a
full explanation for this seeming inconsistency. It turns out that, within the 8a
integrated amplifier, all the internals are
affixed to the upper and inert die-cast
chassis, onto which even the component
feet are fastened. And so, the plastic
cover serves merely as a dust cover and
so is fully excusable, as such. Within the
8a integrated amplifier, I was impressed
to see a hefty toroidal power supply and
neatly arranged internals – all suggesting
performance driven engineering.
The Cyrus Audio 8a integrated amplifier
is specified to provide 70 watts per channel (8 Ohms) or 150 watts per channel (4
Ohms). Its power supply design is stated
to deliver a huge peak power output of
190 watts into a 1 Ohm load. A 350 VA
toroidal transformer is key to its power
capabilities. The A-weighted signal-tonoise ratio is 105 dBA. Total harmonic
distortion (THD) plus noise (N) figures
are quoted as: <0.002% @ 1kHz for the
preamplifier section and <0.002% @
1kHz @ 2/3 power, both channels driven
into 8 Ohms. Dimensions (H x W x D)
are: 73 x 215 x 360 mm, with a weight
of 6.9kg. The 8a also provides multizoning capabilities to allow playback of
two sources through this integrated amplifier simultaneously – perfect for bringing
music to a second room. The amplifier’s
powerful onboard software system allows
the customization of many features in-

cluding individual input sensitivity matching and multiple display modes. There are
six analogue inputs, which can be custom
named to show on the LCD display. Outputs consist of zone 2, preamp out, headphone out and two pairs of loudspeaker
outputs for running two zones or bi-amping. A full function, full-size, solidly constructed backlit programmable remote is
provided. In addition, Cyrus provides a
clear and clean upgrade path for the standard 8a integrated amplifier. The Cyrus
8a integrated amplifier may be upgraded
with a digital input module, making it a
Cyrus 8 DAC or a Qx DAC module, to
make it a Cyrus 8 Qx DAC. On top of all
this the 8a includes a standard multi-pole
socket on the rear for connection of an optional Cyrus PSX-R power supply.
The Cyrus PSX-R is an intelligent,
highly regulated audiophile power supply
that can be used with many Cyrus products, including the 8a integrated amplifier. The PSX-R is designed to provide
an extremely smooth and stable DC feed.
When connected to the 8a, the PSX-R
serves as a dedicated power supply to the
preamplifier stage within the 8a, reducing
the strain on the 8a’s internal power supply and filtering out any unwanted noise
from the preamplifier stage for lift in overall performance. Power is achieved via a
300VA toroidal transformer. The dimensions of the PSX-R are identical to the 8a
integrated amplifier and its weight is 7 kg.
Monitor Audio’s Gold GX series of loudspeakers sits second only to their flagship
Platinum series and incorporates many
trickle down technologies. The Gold
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GX series contains eight loudspeakers,
performance
including: two bookshelf models (GX50
and GX100), two floorstanding models As mentioned earlier, Kevro provided me
(GX200 and GX300), two centre chan- with a pair of Tributaries Cable, Series 8,
nel models (GXC150 and GXC350), a speaker cables (8BW-B 10-foot bi-wire),
bi-pole/di-pole surround model (GX-FX) along with a Tributaries 8A 1-metre steand finally, a subwoofer model (GXW15). reo analog RCA interconnect to use with
The GX100 is the larger bookshelf model, the Cyrus Audio / Monitor Audio System.
within the Gold GX series and is a 2-way, The two cable products had impressive
bass reflex, rear ported design. It has a overall construction with very solid lockpower handing of 120 Watts (RMS), fre- ing RCA terminations on the interconquency response of 42Hz – 60kHz, 88 nect and locking bananas on the amp-end
db/1W/1m sensitivity, 8 Ohm nominal of the speaker cable; however, for some
impendence and 112.6 dBA maximum reason on the speaker-end, the bi-wire
SPL rating. It weighs 9.9 kg / 21 ¾ lbs. banana connectors seemed to be somewith dimensions of (H x W x D): 14-3/8” what inferior i.e. non-locking and having
x 8-1/4” x 13”. The two drivers consist of economy-like plastic shrouds - though
one C-CAM ribbon tweeter and one 6.5” they worked fine. I found the TributarRST (ribbed) C-CAM bass/mid-driver. ies cables provided an unexpectedly highC-CAM is a Monitor Audio proprietary level of performance, especially the interaluminum & magnesium alloy with an connect, which in this system bested both
electroplated ceramic coating and is said my Kimber Kable Hero and Furutech
to provide an optimal combination of ADL Alpha Line Plus in terms of richness,
lightness and stiffness. Internal wiring weight, and naturalness, though came up
is Monitor Audio’s Pureflow Silver and short in top-to-bottom bass articulation,
the cabinets are hand-built from multiple and just shy of the Kimber Hero in overall
laminations of MDF, with discrete inter- resolution. I’d say the Tributaries cables
nal enclosures for the tweeter and bass/ are worthy of consideration, especially if
mid-driver.
you are looking for some additional body
The review set of Monitor Audio Gold or warmth. Given their synergy with the
GX100 loudspeakers came in a Piano Cyrus Audio / Monitor Audio products, I
Ebony finish, which is a premium op- reviewed the system with them in place.
tion. Personally, I love Ebony as a veneer
I should mention that for this review I
choice and the fit and finish of the GX100 relied on PC based music files, rendered
loudspeakers was absolutely superb, a through my Squeezebox Touch via my
true example of first-class fit and finish. Furutech ADL EsThe eleven layers of lacquer, just about a prit DAC. The DAC
millimetre thick, gave the veneer amazing was connected to the
depth and opulence. The GX100 loud- Cyrus 8a integrated
speakers have a contemporary form, with amplifier using the
rounded corners, tapering on the sides a f o r e m e n t i o n e d
from front to back. Every design element Tributaries Series 8
of the GX100 speaks to quality, from the interconnect cable.
polished metal driver surrounds that tasteI began my review
fully carry the Monitor Audio moniker, by
experimenting
to the lovely five-way binding posts and with the Cyrus PSXa mounting plate with Monitor Audio in- R power supply. It
signia. Sitting on my Target MR24 mass- was apparent from
loaded stands, it was difficult to avoid the first trial that
admiring them and just focus on the lis- the PSX-R providtening. The speakers come with magnetic ed a definite lift in
grills that are tastefully made of metal, fin- performance when
ished in black, with an appearance match- connected to the 8a
ing the diffraction screens covering the integrated amp. The
ribbon tweeters. In addition to the grills presentation became
are two sets of binding post jumpers and a richer and the tonal
pair of port bung plugs.
palate fuller. The
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sound was more lifelike with greater
complexity. In particular, listening to the
Mark Knopfler’s track “Fade to Black”,
from the album On Every Street, there
was a noticeable improvement in dynamics with the PSX-R in place versus the 8a
alone. The elements in the track had more
weight and greater presence. The guitar
on the left was fuller, having greater dimensionality and the same went for Mark
Knopfler’s voice; overall, just greater realism. Cymbal strikes were more precise,
with more delicacy, shimmer and sustain
and I was more immersed in the recording. The same went for other recordings
I listened to. I would say that the PSX-R
provided a definite upgrade to the overall
performance of the 8a. Though the 8a
a-la-carte sounded very good on its own,
once I heard it with the PSX-R, there was
no going back.
I came across Lori Cullen’s album, Calling for Rain one day when visiting my local public library. Since then I’ve become
a real fan of the recording given its purity
of sound. I listened to the track, “I Think
It’s Gonna Rain Today”. The opening piano key strokes seemed to defy the dimensions of my room – reaching out beyond
the front corners. The piano notes had
great clarity, while preserving an entrancing radiance and sustain. Bass plucks
had weight and fullness, if not providing
the last word on articulation. I found the
Cyrus and Monitor Audio system to pro-
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duce a larger sound than you might expect undeniable. The percussive elements
from the sum of its parts; after all this was were vivid with pinpoint-like placement
just a modestly powerful integrated amp as they danced across the generous soundwith a pair of bookshelf speakers - what stage. One element I took note of were
I heard seemed more than that. The slap- the bass notes, which were delivered withping and stroking of brushes on the drum out constraint – sounding larger and fuller
exhibited both impact and the character- than one might expect, with a respectable
istic sandy texture of the bristles over the amount of definition. If the track “Tenskin. I found myself getting pulled in, for- nis Court” sounded large, moving to the
getting the system itself and just becom- big hit “Royals” sounded grand. Cranking engulfed in the music – great for en- ing this up, the percussive low drum notes
joyment – not so good for a review. The were unyielding and generated a soundsoundstage presented was large, reaching, stage beyond the walls of my room. The
as it seemed, beyond the side-walls of my overall sound was tight, punchy and clean.
room, while also having believable depth. Vocals were pure and the sounds of stick
Lori’s voice was resolute and left me crav- strikes and their accompanying echoes
ing nothing more in terms of detail. There were presented with lucid clarity. There
was just a little lightness to her tone, mak- was nothing small about the sound of the
ing her a little less embodied but this was system on this track. The soundstage was
easy to overlook, since the overall presen- enveloping and engaging, with the eletation had a lovely sense of air, openness ments in the music fully breaking loose
and transparency. I moved on to the track, of the speaker enclosures. I found that
“Me and My Arrow”, which has an up-beat the GX100 speakers could maintain their
tempo. The sound of the piano had a natu- dignity, even at significant volume levels.
ral weight, with its lower register convey- At the highest levels, I did get a sense of
ing the size of the instrument. The cym- compression and I expect this was likely
bals here sounded light, impeccably crisp due to the Cyrus 8a reaching its dynamic
and extended and horns sounded warm limits but this was gradual and I never
with all their brassy fullness – there was heard the system cross over into harshness
no harshness to speak of, even at higher or sound out of control.
volumes. In fact, it was here that I disNext, I moved to Shelby Lynne and her
covered that the Cyrus 8a, acknowledging album Just A Little Lovin’. The opening
its pairing with the GX100 loudspeakers, impact of the kick drum had a solid and dyneeded a bit more volume to reach its opti- namic sound that caught my attention with
mal performance - i.e. to maximize detail, its lifelike presence. An accompanying
fill out bass and achieve greater overall cymbal strike was delivered with its prisbalance. Imaging was very precise, pro- tine metallic shimmer and lovely sustain
viding me with the opportunity to pick-out and subsequent rim strikes demonstrated
and focus on any of the elements within a the system’s proficiency with transient
sizeable soundscape. On the track “Away response. I also found that despite some
So Long” the opening guitar had a capti- extra presence and a slight forwardness on
vating tone and I enjoyed the sound of the cymbal hits, there was never any harshsinuous strings resonating through the in- ness – something I’d attribute to very low
strument’s woody enclosure.
distortion levels innate with the ribbon
I changed things up just a bit by put- tweeters in the GX100 loudspeakers. The
ting on the album Pure Heroine by Lorde. high frequencies were very entrancing
Some might say she is overplayed but with their purity and exactness, combined
since I don’t listen much to Top 40 ra- with a measure of sweetness. In light of
dio, I was more than happy to give a few this, Shelby’s voice was brought forth in a
tracks a spin. The recording is heavy on vibrant and pure manner. The overall ebb,
synth and percussion, anchored through- flow and groove of the tune was distinct,
out with Lorde’s vocals. The first track making for a pleasurable listen. Next up
up was “Tennis Court” and the overall was the track, “You Don’t Have To Say
impression I got was – crisp, tight and You Love Me”. Her opening vocals were
dynamic. With this track, the Cyrus / solemn with the decay of the echoes in
Monitor Audio system’s affinity for ren- this recording coming across distinctly
dering music in an energetic manner was and naturally and the soundstage reaching
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out deep and beyond the front wall of my
room. Shelby’s breaths and enunciations
could easily be heard against a quiet background. The play of the guitar sounded
tuneful and resonant. On the track, “I
Only Want To Be With You”, the pace was
addictive and Shelby’s voice had a delicious character emphasized by the easily
discernable reverb in the recording.
My experience with the Cyrus 8a integrated amplifier, the PSX-R power supply
and the Monitor Audio GX100 speakers
has been delightful and insightful. Despite
the compact size of the system, it managed to fill my mid-size (13’ x 19’ x 8’)
room with substantial sound. The combination provided a great measure of transparency, resolution and speed, along with
impressive imaging and dynamic punch.
The Cyrus 8a and PSX-R mated with the
Monitor Audio GX100 loudspeakers is
a system that belies its modest size and
just calls out for you to listen and listen
some more. The overall sound signature
is energetic and precise with weighty bass;
those seeking a lush, relaxed or laid-back
presentation should look elsewhere. On a
quality level, I found both the Cyrus components and Monitor Audio loudspeakers
to be remarkable – it’s great to see such
refinement at these price levels. Leave
it to the Brits to package good things in
small packages. Let me just wrap it up
with saying that I’m going to find it hard
to bid thee farewell.

quickinfo
Cyrus Audio | www.cyrusaudio.com
Monitor Audio |www.monitoraudio.ca
Tributaries Cable |
www.tributariescable.com
Distributed by Kevro International
www.kevro.com
(800) 667-6065
(905) 428-2800
Cyrus Audio 8a Integrated Amplifier
Price: $2,599 CAD
Cyrus Audio PSX-R Power Supply
Price: $999 CAD
Monitor Audio Gold GX100
Loudspeakers
Price: $2,500/pair CAD
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Focal Chorus 726 Loudspeakers
Suave Kajko
As the publisher of CANADA HiFi I’m
often asked to recommend speaker brands
that offer better quality sound than speakers that you would find at a big box store
- something that is not a mass market product made in China but at an affordable
price point. One of the brands that my
mind immediately gravitates to is Focal,
the French speaker maker that I’ve become quite fond of over the years.
If you have visited a show like TAVES
or Salon Son & Image then you’ve likely
sat down through a demonstration of Focal speakers. Plurison, Focal’s North
American distributor, has a tendency of
playing higher range Focal speakers at
shows which leave big smiles on listener
faces’ but are outside the realm of possibility to most consumers because of their
price. The great news is of course that Focal has speakers for all wallet sizes, from
the Chorus 705 bookshelf speaker ($599/
pair) all the way up to the Grande Utopia
EM ($200,000) which you may have seen
displayed on a giant spinning platter at a
local show.
I have long had a love for the sound
of Focal speakers so naturally I was very
pleased to get my hands on the Chorus
726 speakers for this review. In fact, my
personal reference for the last several
years has been the greatly musical Focal
Electra Be II bookshelf speaker.
The Chorus 700 series represents Focal’s most affordable speaker range and
offers a taste of the company’s legendary
sound performance. There is an amazing
amount of research and technology that
has gone into this series, much of which
has trickled down from the company’s
higher series. This series replaces the very
well regarded Chorus 700 V series and
consists of seven speaker models. There
are three tower speakers to choose from
- the 726 ($2,199), the 716 ($1,899) and
the 714 ($1,299); two bookshelf speakers - the 706 ($799) and the 705 ($599);
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the CC 700 centre channel ($699 each);
and the SR 700 surround speaker ($849).
The Chorus 700 series also offers three
in-wall/in-ceiling speakers as well as an
outdoor speaker, that carry over from the
previous 700 V series. All of the speakers
in the Chorus 700 series are designed and
manufactured in France and come available in three finishes: Rosewood, Walnut
and Black Style.

design | features
Now let’s take a closer look at the Chorus 726 speaker, the flagship model of this
series, and the subject of this review. At
38.5” tall, 8.75” wide and 13.5” deep, this
speaker stood a little taller than my beautiful Burmester audio rack and looked
completely unimposing in the room. My
review sample came in the Black Style
finish, which combines glossy speaker
side walls with a textured leather-like
material covering the front baffle, top and
back. I appreciated this blend of materials
as they give a little bit of style to this otherwise conventional looking speaker. The
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Chorus 726 has a 3-way bass reflex design (40m2). It has a frequency response
with a baffle that houses twin 6.5” poly- rated from 49 Hz to 28 kHz (+/- 3 dB), a
glass woofers, a 6.5” polyglass midrange sensitivity of 91.5 dB and a nominal imand a 1” TNV2 aluminium/magnesium pedance of 8 Ohms. Focal recommends
inverted dome tweeter. An audio buff driving it with amplifiers from 40 to 250
like myself will likely choose to keep the watts. Aside from completely new cabispeaker grills removed and show off the net designs, the Chorus 700 series uses a
nice arrangement of the drivers, each sur- brand new Poron suspension material to
rounded with an attractive textured frame smooth out the performance of the tweetthat sparkles in the light - a tastefully sexy ers, which promises a perfect reproduceffect. At the top of the speaker sits a tion of the midrange and real dynamics of
brushed aluminium plate which houses high frequencies. The rear of the cabinet
the tweeter. The plate extends to the top sports traditional binding posts - nothing
of the speaker where it is decorated with fancy here, no gold plating or bi-amp opan engraved Focal logo. With the black tion, and that’s just fine with me.
cloth grills on, the speakers look very conperformance
ventional and somewhat uninteresting but
With the Chorus 726 wired up to my refyou do get the benefit of protecting the
drivers. If you prefer a more traditional erence system - a ModWright Instruments
look, you might choose the Rosewood LS 100 tube preamp and a KWA 100 amp
or Walnut finish - both are very attrac- - there was only one way to find out how
tive. The fit and finish of this speaker is this speaker performed. My source was
top notch, but I wouldn’t expect any less a Sonos system streaming music from
my home network, and controlled by my
from Focal.
The Chorus 726 is front ported and de- iPhone/iPad. All the components were
signed for rooms up to 430 square feet connected with the Nordost Leif cables.
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I began by listening to The Best of the
Rolling Stones: Jump Back. The Chorus
726 delivered lively renditions of “Start
Me Up” and “Brown Sugar” that instantly filled my ears with great energy and
prompted an impromptu dance. Despite
the loud distorted guitar riffs, all the other
elements of these tracks, including Mick
Jagger’s vocals, played in their own distinct spaces. The dual horns during the
instrumental break in “Brown Sugar” had
their unique brassy textures with a touch
of natural roughness of a real horn, thanks
to the speaker’s smooth but detailed mid
and high frequency response. The slower pace of “Angie” allowed me to peer
deeper into the musical composition of
the track. The acoustic guitars and piano
were reproduced with great musicality
and pulled me right into the sweetness
of the tune. The violins played smoothly
throughout parts of the track and offered a
deeper emotional experience. The Chorus
726 made it impossible not to enjoy this
best-of collection of the Stones.
While reviewing these speakers a brand
new Rega Saturn-R CD player/DAC
($3,299) arrived at my house, which I will
be reporting on for an upcoming issue. I
was excited to play around with this new
player as it represents a smart new product category, combining a high quality CD
player with a DAC that can be accessed by
other music sources. I was told that CANADA HiFi is the first North American
publication to get its hands on this player
which makes the review a further pleasure
to work on. I immediately hooked up the
player to my system and began spinning
various CDs. The Saturn-R is a cool looking player that combines modern elements
with retro styling. CDs are loaded via a
manually operated ‘hatch’ door on the top
of the player.
First up through the new player was Rebecca Pidgeon’s “Spanish Harlem” from
the Best Audiophile Voices VI album.
The outstanding quality of this recording
allowed the Chorus 726 to show its true
colours. The midrange was clean and
uncoloured. Rebecca’s seductive voice
was reproduced with a sense of realness
and emotion. The bass line danced playfully with good note definition and texture.
The Chorus 726 laid out a respectable
soundstage within which every instrument had its own clearly defined space.
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The sweet and rich midrange, combined
with the effortless details of the tweeter,
resulted in music reproduction that was
powerfully engaging and simply a pleasure to enjoy. Norah Jones’ Feels Like
Home and ...Little Broken Hearts albums
demonstrated that the Chorus 726 offers
a very good tonal balance. Every song I
listened to had a palpable presence that
I was impressed with from a speaker at
this price point. The Saturn-R CD player/
DAC was excellent at pulling the details
from the CDs that I listened to so far and
offered a nice and clean background.
Changing gears, I spun up Britten’s
Orchestra performed by the Kansas City
Symphony. The sound was wonderfully
natural and dynamic, and I got lost in the
music in no time. Thanks to the sweet and
accurate midrange and the crisp highs of
the Chorus 726, all of the air and string
instruments played with a natural timber
which made for a lively, musical presentation. Instruments that reached into the
higher frequencies like the xylophone and
cymbals sounded sparkly and clean. I
closed my eyes and effortlessly pictured
the orchestra filling a great soundstage in
front of me. I could easily point to the
various orchestra sections, although the
soundstage wasn’t exactly as expansive
nor did it have the same pin-point accuracy
as my reference Focal Electra Be II bookshelf speakers. Then again, I wouldn’t
expect such tricks from the Chorus 726 at
less than half the price. Where the Chorus
726 did bring me a little more satisfaction
was in the lower registers. When the bass
drums struck, they struck with power and
impact. In general, the lower frequencies
exhibited good warmth and body, though
perhaps they were not quite as well articulated as I’m used to hearing them. I’m
not certain exactly when it happened but
the Chorus 726 had me air-conducting
soon after putting this album on.
And now for something completely different, I jumped back to using my Sonos
system as the source and moved on to
New Zealand’s singer-songwriter Lorde
and her Pure Heroine album. This time, I
connected my Sonos streamer to the Rega
Saturn-R DAC section. This young wonder girl has smart and grown up lyrics that
are surprisingly catchy, backed by pop
and hip hop influenced music with its own
twist. The song “400 Lux” played with a

tight, deep bass that I could feel with my
whole body, even when listening to the
music at a medium volume. I started with
the speakers about two feet away from the
back wall and you as might expect, moving them closer to the wall/corners of the
room enforced the bass but the bass also
became a little boomy. In my room, the
best bass performance turned out to be
about one and a half feet from the back
wall. This is something you should definitely experiment with in your own space.
The Chorus 726 can be easily driven to
‘party’ levels, showing first signs of stress
only at the highest volumes.
Back down to something a little more
down to earth, I spun up Neil Young’s
“Old Man”, live at the Massey Hall in Toronto. The acoustic guitar riff rang tunefully in the air with subtle details present.
Neil’s voice sounded superbly clean and
realistic. The experience made me wish I
had spent the (big) money on tickets to see
him earlier this year at Massey Hall. At 68
years old, our Canadian icon is still going
strong! This recording also showed the
benefits that the Saturn-R DAC offered
- a better soundstage definition, more air
between the instruments and greater musical details. This was an excellent upgrade
for the Sonos streamer. Look for a review
of the Saturn-R in the next issue of CANADA HiFi.
The Chorus 726 performed a very fine
job with a diverse music selection, covering everything from jazz to rock, and even
hip hop. Its well balanced sonic signature will be enjoyed by all listeners. This
speaker’s accessible $2,199 price presents
a very attractive proposition to music lovers looking to set up a humble, high quality music system. Kudos to Focal for making such a high quality, high performance
speaker for the masses.

quickinfo
Focal
www.focal.com
Distributed in Canada by Plurison
www.plurison.com
1-866-271-5689
Focal Chorus 726 Loudspeakers
Price: $2,199 CAD
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Panamax MR5100 Home Theater Power Management System

Giovanni Militano
Editor, diyAudioProjects.com

physical size so you most likely will need
It really is quite difficult to visit a news to strike some balance. When considersite today and not come across some sort ing the features of a power management
of story on domestic electrical power. system the protection components are the
Over the past decade a healthy population most important features to consider. All
growth and an electronics revolution has audio and video equipment should be procreated record demand for electrical pow- tected using some level of surge protecer. This record demand has put a tremen- tion because power surges and spikes can
dous load on the often old and strained damage just about any sort of electronic
electrical infrastructure which you can bet equipment, with digital televisions and
results in reduced power quality at your computers being particularly prone. Anhome. Couple that with the fact that the other very important feature that you will
power delivered to your audio and video want to look for is protection from unsafe
system will travel several hundreds of ki- AC over-voltage and under-voltage events
lometers while being subjected to all sorts (brownouts). In addition to the protection
of electromagnetic interference (EMI) and of our expensive audio and video equipradio frequency interference (RFI). And ment, there are other benefits that can be
when you also consider other common realized from power management syspower related ailments such as surges and tems. These include many different levspikes, brownouts and local interference els of noise filtration (EMI/RFI filtering),
(often caused by household appliances voltage regulation, electrical isolation,
and fluorescent lights on the same circuit), switched power outlets and more efficient
it is apparent that proper power manage- power cable distribution.
ment is essential for our home audio and
design | features
video systems.
The Panamax MR5100 comes fully
The primary purpose of a power management system should be to provide equipped with many key features that you
electrical protection for your audio and will be looking for. The Automatic Voltvideo equipment. When it comes to any age Monitoring (AVM) power monitoring
kind of protection, it goes without say- circuitry constantly monitors the AC line
ing that the more protection you have, the voltage for unsafe voltage conditions such
better. However, increased protection as prolonged over-voltage and under-voltwill generally come at increased cost and age events as well as momentary power
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spikes and surges. During use, as the
MR5100 senses voltage lower than about
95V or greater than about 140V, it will automatically disconnect power to all outlets
of your equipment to protect it from possible damage. The front panel indicator will
also alert the user to the power condition.
Once the AC line voltage returns to a safe
level, the MR5100 automatically reconnects the power to the outlets. The Protect
or Disconnect Technologies provide protection during a catastrophic event such as
a lightning strike or a large voltage spike
or surge by completely disconnecting AC
power to all the connected equipment.
The shiny black MR5100 will blend in
with many home theater and hi-fi components. The front panel is accented with
blue decorative lights that add an attractive
look to the unit. The front panel includes
LED indicators to identify the status of the
three power outlet banks, a digital voltage indicator and indicators for line fault
and unsafe voltage conditions. To the left
of the digital voltage display there is an
on/off control button that allows you to
toggle between five illumination settings
for the display indicators, from very low
to very bright. Located at the far left of
the front panel, the main power switch can
be used to control power to the switched
outlet banks 2 and 3. On the far right end
there is a front panel power outlet and
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USB charging port (5V / 0.5A). The USB allows for 10/100 base-T Ethernet equipport is real handy for charging the tablet I ment to integrate into an audio and video
use as a remote control. The front panel system without the risk of upstream surge
power outlet is perfect for temporary com- damage from a network device.
ponents, portable and personal electronAll eleven power banks are protected and
ics. The chassis of the MR5100 is steel, in addition to the protection features the
measuring about 430 mm W x 305 mm D MR5100 provides Linear Level 4 Noise
x 100 mm H (including rubber feet) and Filtration of unwanted EMI and RFI noise.
the total weight is about 6.1 kilograms. Without filtration, power contaminated
The chassis is rack mountable and a rack with noise can be the source of problems
mount kit is included with the packaging. like loss of picture detail, dull colours, viThe rear panel of the Panamax MR5100 sual artifacts, clicks, pops, hiss and hum.
offers a suite of three isolated power Noise isolation is provided between the
banks. Banks 1 and 3 each have four three outlet banks. With the isolation bepower outlets while bank 2 has two power tween the outlet banks, any noise created
outlets. All of the outlet plugs appear to by a component plugged into the MR5100
be of good quality and they firmly held at- cannot contaminate the power of the other
tached power plugs in place. Power bank outlet banks. Included with the MR5100
1 and the front panel outlet are always on packaging were Ethernet, telephone and
while banks 2 and 3 can be switched using coaxial cables.
the front power button. Bank 3 is meant
performance
for use with equipment that has a high current draw and on power up there is a five
To check the protection systems of the
second turn-on delay to protect against MR5100 I tested the AVM system by feedturn-on thumps. This is the power bank ing the incoming power through a Variac.
you will want to use to plug in your big My old Variac which is used for testing
power amps and large subwoofers. The electronic equipment allows you to adjust
circuit breaker located at the top left of the the main line voltage between about 90V
rear panel is rated at 15 amps (1800W). and 140V. As I simulated under-voltage
Directly underneath the circuit breaker is and over-voltage events and I was really
a grounding lug that can be used to tie dif- impressed with how quickly the MR5100
ferent equipment grounds together at one responded and cut power to the outlet
point to avoid creating a ground loop. Be- banks. When the main power returned to
low the grounding lug is the main power safe levels, power was restored to the outcord on a fixed strain relief. The 3 m let banks. With the AVM and surge propower cord features a straight plug and tection features the Panamax MR5100 is
is marked NEMA 5-15P, unshielded. On capable of providing excellent protection
the far right of the rear panel there are a of your valuable audio and video composeries of protected connectors. There are nents.
two pairs (in/out) of coaxial connectors
Once the Panamax MR5100 was set
and one pair (in/out) each of LAN (RJ-45) in place at the bottom of the audio rack,
and phone (RJ-11) protection jacks. The the power cords of the various audio
coaxial cable protection is specifically components were connected. The audio
designed to virtually eliminate signal loss equipment consisted of two OddWatt Auof the source signal. The LAN protection dio 25W Class-A monoblock KT88 tube
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amplifiers; an old but very reliable NAD
C521i CD player being used as a CD
transport; a laptop computer that serves
digital music files and a Cambridge Audio DAC Magic Plus which serves double
duty as a DAC and preamplifier. The
laptop is not a permanent fixture in the
audio rack and so I use the conveniently
located front panel outlet for the laptop
power supply. The equipment uses only
five of the eleven outlets, so even if I was
to add my turntable and phono preamplifier there would remain four unused outlets. Another advantage that I find with
using a power management system is that
neat and tidy power cables runs that are
far away from audio signal cables can be
more easily achieved. Unless you are suffering from power related problems, performance improvements with the addition
of a power management system generally
tend to be very subtle. The value of power
management equipment should really be
measured by how much you value the protection, noise filtration, extra features and
peace of mind that the Panamax MR5100
offers. The over-voltage and under-voltage protection, EMI/RFI noise filtration,
isolated banks and cable management efficiency offered by the MR5100 make it a
valued addition to my hi-fi system.

quickinfo
Panamax
www.panamax.com
Distributed in Canada by Lenbrook
www.lenbrook.com
(905) 831-6555
Panamax MR5100 Power
Management System
Price: $439 US (approx.)
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USB DAC & Headphone Amplifier - $219

More Power
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Increased Clarity

The best USB DAC for the biggest laptop sound
Listening to music on your computer is brilliant – instant, easy access to all your digital files and a world of
streaming services, internet radio and video sites. The cheap headphone output of a typical laptop or computer
is simply not good enough to get the best from your headphones.
The DacMagic XS USB DAC / Headphone Amp is an instant upgrade to any computer’s sound output. It connects
quickly and easily to any USB port and allows you to hear your favourite music and movies with every drop of detail,
exactly as the artist intended.
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